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 Sports center booking system need to be more systematic to increase its 
efficiency. The World Wide Web (WWW) had been a revolution and it has 
been utilized to be tools of automation in many applications, including 

managing booking and payment system in this area of services. However, 
existing sport facilities system faced difficulties in facilities maintenance 
especially for ID booking system to Court Centre and does not delegate any 
confirmation to users on their booking. This paper aims at integrating stripe 
payment method by using the WordPress platform where it is one of  
the content management system (CMS) by using XAMPP. MySQL has been 
used to store the database while PHP and HTML have been designed to 
generate QR code. A hierarchical web structure was designed, and the system 
designed is based on new member, staffs, and students needed functionality. 

The new members need to register and pay their members fees. Existing 
student and staff need to sign in using their ID Number. This system has 
provided a booking system which presented the availability of time and date 
as well as the payment for the new members. Upon booking and payment, 
email and QR code are given to the user after the confirmation booking by an 
administrator. The result shows the model of web design structure and  
the increase of efficiency after implementing the new features on the web 
system which shows 86.66% of increases in term of using the website to 

book the facilities at the Sports Centre from the existing system. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

In this explosion of digital era, World Wide Web (WWW) has revolutionized the usage of computer 

and the internet. The WWW is a system of online substance arranged in HTML and accessed via HTTP. 
Originally WWW was designed by a contractor at CERN in 1991. A sharp increase of internet users could be 

seen from 2002 until now [1]. The World at Your Fingers phrase has indicated that the users can get 

information and internet utilizing PCs and cell phone whenever and anyplace without time restriction.  

Other than that, the impact from this WWW revolution can be seen in the increment of web-based application 

development [2]. Today, most of organizations and agencies have computerized the daily operation system. 

One of it is the booking system, which has evolved into one of the famous business today. The booking 

system is a computerized system used to store and save information and conduct communications such as air 

travel, hotel, car rental, and others. Today, people can book anytime or anywhere if they want to buy a ticket 

or reserved a place. This user-friendly feature is improved the company business management and profit.  

The advancement of technology has led to big progress in booking system over the years. Three important 

criteria have been reviewed on the existing system that related to web structure development included in the 

campus which are campus sports facilities [3], smart campus [4], 2017 and iBook Court [5]. 
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Monitoring System for Campus Sports Facilities has been developed such as using Radio-frequency 

identification (RFID) scanner to generate the database user and design web application using Microsoft's 

Visual Studio 2015[6]. RFID was used to store information, track and electronic identification which were 

called an automated data-capture (ADC) technology [7]. Nevertheless, this application is good because they 

have a QR code for the user to see how to play the game properly. Even though RFID was one of the latest 

technologies, it was not compatible with multiusers consisting of the students, staffs, and normal users.  

The students and staffs have the unique university Identity, Card (ID) however, normal non-university users 

who had just become members did not have that unique university ID which is used to book the sports 
facilities. The drawback of the existing system is the payment for the fees is not provided in the previous 

system. However, this application is limited only for badminton court where it is limit to the users who were 

onsite at badminton court only. Today, most smart campus used contactless technology method to access the 

smart campus facilities. Most embedded wireless, Internet of Things (IoT), LoRaWan communication 

between the device and another where it could operate within long or short distances [8]. RFID are mostly 

used to save data small memory card and reload the money for payment. This system is good to be used for 

booking system, because the users can use their smartphone to book the place, pay the fees or check detail 

about their booking. iBook Court was the web-based application which used for the online reservation for  

the court from different companies. The user could choose and compare the company who provided different 

facilities and price for the rent. The application had two participants where the system administrator and a 

normal user. The functionality that had been provided for normal use such as online court reservation,  

email confirmation, online payment for reservation, compare the best facilities and open competition to 
challenge other players. On top of that, the system administrator can perform various functions like manage 

members by performing register, send an email confirmation, set up the competition, generate reports on 

payment, reservation statistics and the usage of the facilities and can collaborate with another company.  

The system was 100% preferred by the users because they could choose and compare the best facilities and 

price. Besides, they could also open for competitions that were good for them to show their skills and learn 

new skills in competitions. However, this system was not suitable for the campus because the facilities were 

limited and comparison with other companies is not a necessity.  

Content management system (CMS) is a web application designed to modify the website's content 

where the interface allows users to have full control [9, 10]. The users could design the website even they 

were not familiar to Hyper Markup Language (HTML). The CMS helped to build website faster as well as 

save the money and time. Therefore many studies show that CMS was the most popular platform to design 
the web for e-commerce, and blogs [11]. There were several platforms in CMS which most popular among 

the users such as WordPress, Joomla, and Drupal. WordPress is graded about 32.7% of all websites had been 

powered by WordPress compared to the other platforms such as Joomla and Drupal. WordPress was the most 

popular among the user. Besides, WordPress is free and distributed under the GNU General Public License 

[12]. Moreover, WordPress is a mature platform that used technology like PHP and SQL and JavaScript  

that meet the strict International Coding Statement set by W3C (World Wide Web Consortium). Other than 

that, WordPress had 2570 themes and 31435 number of plug-ins more than other platforms. It gives 

advantages to users by having more choices and flexibility to build a homepage. However, WordPress has 

less security than other platforms, but WordPress has a smaller number of sensitive directories and files 

which cannot directly be hacked. The most important thing before designing the website is the structure of 

the page on the website. This is because the success of the website page is based on the information 
architecture matcher and the user expectation [13]. The structure of a website is determined by the design of 

the navigation within the website [14]. There were four types of structures: a linear structure, hierarchical 

structure, web structure, and hierarchical structure. Figure 1 shows how linear structure links on a website. 

Sequentially the user navigated, moving from one page to another page. Information flowing as a narrative,  

a timeline or in a logical order was ideal for sequential processing. However, a simple sequential organization 

usually only worked for smaller sites. Showed how the linear structure worked. Figure 2 below showed how 

the hierarchical structure works. A hierarchical navigation structure was in its nature resembles a tree.  

The homepage was upstairs while at the below part, it was divided into categories that could be further 

divided into different sub-categories. Usually, there was a link to the homepage on each page below. Figure 3 

shows web structures where the browsing structure allowed users to track their information flow-it could be 

unique for every user using the application [15]. There are many links between the different pages to make 

good web crawling as mentioned [16]. Some webpages have limited its utilities for larger sites with more 
pages. Figure 4 shows a composite navigation structure that integrated and the least limited in various aspects 

of the other structures. Some of it could be linear or hierarchical and was especially useful where the 

multimedia product had many topics and subtopics. Users could navigate freely (web) but the pairs were 

linked into parts of the website hierarchically or linearly. 
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Figure 1. Linear structure 

 

Figure 2. Hierarchical structure 

 

 

 
 

 

Figure 3. Web structure 

 

Figure 4. Composite structure 

 

 

Due to increasing spread of internet banking, booking online and shopping online, the online 

payment system was skyrocketing in the recent decade mostly in resort reservations [17] that facilitated 

better service [18]. As the world progress further with the development of technology, online payment 

systems were growing [19]. As these increased the improvement and provision, they were also increased 

secure online payment transitions, so the percentage of cheque and cash transactions would decrease.  

An online payment system is a way to make transactions or pay for goods and services via an electronic 

medium [20]. Credit and debit cards are among the most popular online payment forms. Alternative payment 

methods are also available, such as bank transfers, electronic wallets, smart cards or bitcoin wallets.  
Credit and cash payment systems could be classified into two, which are credit payment system and cash 

payment system. Credit payment System using credit card was a form of e-payment system that required  

the use of card issued to the cardholder by the financial institution for online. Besides that, e-wallet is a form 

of prepaid account that stores financial information for users such as debit and credit card information to 

facilitate the online transaction. Cash payment system is a direct debit financial system in which the account 

holder ordered the bank to collect electronically a certain amount of money from his account to pay for 

services which is todays trend and model of paymentment in business [21, 22]. 

This research presents the design development web structure that supports the university sports 

center manual system to an enhanced automated new system that caters online and easy accessed system.  

The existed system does not provide recent web structure and lack of online accessed by customers. Thus, 

a concept of any users can book the sports facilities through the web application and available booking 
facilities are presented. Users can edit their profile and determined any available date to book the available 

facilities. The system also provides QR code to the members during their booking. The system’s admin task 

is to check the booking made by the members of the sport facilities and to approve or reject the booking.  

The administrator also has rights to remove the members and add the member for any rules violations  

that members do not follow. A new hierarchical web structure is designed and automatic payment generation 

via online is designed using stripes payment method. This research is significant in presenting how 

hierarchical web structure is designed and a few booking techniques is guided in QR code, e-mail and web-

based booking system concept. 

 

 

2. RESEARCH METHOD 

This project aimed to design an online booking web system for sports centre using the content 
management system (CMS) which also done in previous research [23]. This project used a WordPress 

platform to build a website system. The system consisted of the login page as an administrator and user as 

[24, 25]. The design method presents how sport facilities booking is designed by login credential. After  

the credential accessed, then a booking page is appeared. Users must click the booking page and select  

the types of facilities, dates, times and equipment for borrowing processed. Only available timeslot is 
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bookable by the users. A calendar as reference is shown in time and date which they booked. Then, 

the booking is processed, and users will receive an email of confirmation. Approved booking would enable 

the user to view the detail of the booking and QR code for the reference. Users also can generate the e-ticket 

from their email. The administrator functions are to monitor and maintain the interface by adding, editing or 

delete the post. The administrator can control all the system in the website such as remove the member, 

activate the event and book for the users. Administrator needed a login credential into the system to manage, 

approve or reject the book. The local server for this system is using Xampp to store the record and  

the database is retrieved by using phpMyAdmin.  
 

2.1.  Web design structure and process 

This project consisted three-part design process, first is designing the web structure, then registration 

form and finally generates the ticket. WordPress platform was used to design the website structure for this web-

based booking system of a university Sports Centre. Figure 5 shows the overall structure of the website. The 

web structure separated with two menus which Menu 1 is for users. Menu 2 would appear when user signed in 

into their account. Figure 6 shows the processes of the registration. The registration process starts with 

registration form for the new members. The new member needed to pay the registration club fess for three 

months or one-year subsription. The member can choose a period to become a club member. The payment is 

designed by using Stripe payment and it is set to use the visa or debit card. After payment has been made, the 

new member can log in into the page and edit their account or book the facilities.  

 
 

 
 

Figure 5. Overall web structure 

 

 

 
 

Figure 6. Registration process 
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2.2.  E-ticket and parameter design 

Figure 7 shows an e-ticket is generated based on the ID number and email. Member can download 

the e-ticket or screenshot for reference. Table 1 shows the parameters set to design the structure of Campus 

Sports Centre System.  

 

 

Table 1. Parameter design  
No Description Parameter 

1 Laptop  Processor: Intel Pentium 987, Speed 1.5GHz 

 Chipset: Intel HD Graphics 

 Displays:15-inch WXGA, LED-backlit display, 1366x768 pixel 

 RAM: 4GB DDR3 

 Hard Disk: 1000GB 

 Window: Window 10 64-bit Operating System 

2 WordPress  Version 4.8.1 

3 Database  MySQL version 5.0 

4 PHP  Version 7.2.5 

5 Web Server  Apache/2.433(win32) OpenSSL/1.1.0h PHP/7.2.5 

6 Server Root  C: Xampp/htdocs 

7 Security  Core-LDAP Information Disclosure 

 

 

 
 

Figure 7. The process to generate E-ticket 

 

 

2.3.  System development 

The system development comprised of hardware of a web server and website’s component files.  

A domain name is used to monitor and configure a setting that does not require any specific skills and 

management of hosting settings allows postings website or web page into the Internet. Figure 8 shows 

software utilization for the current system was developed by CMS using WordPress and the webserver was 

using XAMPP. These applications are useful powerful, free and open source. The figure shows XAMPP 

which is a combination of Apache, PHP, and MYSQL where Apache was an HTTP server application to run 

a dynamic website such as PHP. Apache also includes the MYSQL database and PhpMyAdmin browser-

based application for database management. 
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Figure 8. XAMPP server 

 

 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1.  Website page structure and development 

The website is designed using a hierarchical structure. Figure 9 shows the home page for the users. 

The page presents a user web interface searches for the Sports Centre on this homepage. The users have to 
login as users credential and then they are able to view the booking and edit their account page. Figure 10 

shows the page after login and when the new members filled the registration form, the new members can 

view to the fees and had to choose the fees they wanted to pay.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 9. Home page of public sports centre 
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Figure 10. Home page of member sports centre 

 

 

3.2.  Un-routed structure on the payment page 

The payment page was created for the new members to pay their registration fees to Sport Facilities 

Management. The fees can be paid by using visa or debit card. The administrator could check the payment 
from new members from the stripe account. Figure 11 shows the registration page for the fees. Figure 12 

shows the Email user gets when their booking was approved by the administration on the e-ticket. If the user 

wanted to print the ticket the user needs, they have to click them in their email and login based on their email 

and id number. Figure 13 and 14 shows the page of the print ticket. The system has been tested by samples of 

student, staff, and outsiders among the sport facilities campus users. Based on the feedback, the system 

 was identified as helpful, easier for them to book the facilities online that presented a new hirachical 

structure on web. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 11. The fees registration page 
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Figure 12. Email approved 

 

Figure 13. Generate e-ticket 
 

 

  
 

Figure 14. E-Ticket 

 

 

3.3.  Analyses on the design development 

Comparison analysis between features of the existing system and the new developed system using 

the Google form survey has been done. Thirty (30) respondents consist of campus students, staff and 

communities are taken as samples. Figure 15 shows the number of respondent’s book according to the types 

of members like student, staff, and outsiders. The result shows students did most booking at Campus Sport 

Centre facilities. Meanwhile, only 6 staffs and 4 outsiders have booked through the development system. 

Figure 16 shows the different number of respondents uses the Court Centre throughout the years. The highest 

number of students rented the facilities in the Court Centre were in March, April, September, October, and 

November. It is identified that the students were registered for their new semester at that time. The result 
shows that the number of staffs who rented the facilities was decreasing throughout the years. However,  

the staff and outsiders rented the facilities the most in July and August which is the semester break. 
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Figure 15. Booking respondents on court system 

 

Figure 16. Booking respondents in a year 

 

 
Figure 17 shows the frequency of the court booking facilities in the Court Centre among  

the respondents in the Court Centre among the responders in a week. The data was collected throughout  

the day from morning until night. It shows that most of the members booked the facilities in the evening 

which is at time 12:00 to 18:00. It is identified that the time was recreational time. Besides, the highest 

numbers of the members used have recorded in the weekend which was Saturday and Sunday. That was 

because those days were a public holiday. Figure 18 shows several respondents booking the facilities in 

Court Centre using different methods. There were three ways provided for the numbers to make their 

bookings in the existing system. They can book at the counter a day earlier or at the website and just walk in 

to use the facilities at the counter at the court. The outsiders preferred to book the facilities through  

the website without having difficulties to be at the sport centre for booking. On the other hand, the students 

preferred to walk in to use the facilities because they were already in the area. However, most of the staff 

preferred to book at the counter earlier as they might do not want to take the risks as the existing system, 
they must check manually the confirmation booking thru website one day before the booking date. 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 17. The Frequency of the booking Facilities 

 

Figure 18. Booking respondents vs different method 

 

 

Figure 19 shows the number of respondents booked the Sport Centre facilities using the new system. 

The website was the most preferred method by the members to book the facilities at the Court Centre. Instead 

of walking in and book at the counter. Figure 20 shows the comparison of the methods used by the members 

to book the facilities at the Sports Centre using the existing system and the new system which has been 
upgraded. The result shows that they preferred to book on the website when they use the new system.  

That was because the upgraded version provided friendly user application as they could pay the fees online 

and get the immediate confirmation from their email without wasting their time to check manually is  

the existing systems. 
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Figure 19. New System Booking Respondents 

 

Figure 20. Comparison booking method on the system 

 

 

4. CONCLUSION 
The web system for the Sports Centre has been developed and its functionality has been assessed for 

practical use. A hierarchical web design structure is designed for the web sport centre booking system.  

The result shows the increases in efficiency of implementing the new features in the web system from 

22.22% to 86.66% compared to manual system had been implemented in the campus university.  

The integration with online payment had been observed and evaluated in the stripe payment account. Besides 

that, the system is dynamic with user friendly user interface and easily application. The system was also 

could replace the old system which is not convenient to serve the users. The developed system is significant 

as guidance to support facilities maintenance especially for sport maintenance facilities. The future developed 

for this system has a wide scope where other sport maintenance facilities needed can be connected and 

upgraded to the system that supports the update of new technologies which can access through cloud, web 

and realtime. The system also could be integrated with the hardware for future Internet of Things system and 

applications to control open and close the tennis court door by designing comprehensive booking system 
using the mobile application. 
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